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Optimal Phase Conflict Removal for Layout of Dark
Field Alternating Phase Shifting Masks

Piotr Berman, Andrew B. Kahng, Devendra Vidhani, Huijuan Wang, and Alexander Zelikovsky

Abstract—We describe new, efficient algorithms for layout
modification and phase assignment for dark field alternating-type
phase shifting masks in the single exposure regime. We make
the following contributions. First, we suggest new two-coloring
and compaction approach that simultaneously optimizes layout
and phase assignment which is based on planar embedding of an
associated conflict graph. We also describe additional approaches
to cooptimization of layout and phase assignment for alternating
PSM. Second, we give optimal and fast algorithms to minimize
the number of phase conflicts that must be removed to ensure
two colorability of the conflict graph. We reduce this problem to
the -join problem which asks for a minimum weight edge set
such that a node is incident to an odd number of edges of if

belongs to a given node subset of a weighted graph. Third,
we suggest several practical algorithms for the -join problem. In
sparse graphs, our algorithms are faster than previously known
methods. Computational experience with industrial VLSI layout
benchmarks shows the advantages of the new algorithms.

Index Terms—Compaction, layout_verification, physical_de-
sign, VLSI.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHASE shifting mask (PSM) technology enables the clear
regions of a mask to transmit light with prescribed phase

shift. Consider two adjacent clear regions with small separation,
and respective phase shifts of 0and 180. Light diffracted into
the nominally dark region between the clear regions will inter-
fere destructively; the improved image contrast leads to better
resolution and depth of focus. All PSM variants employ this
basic concept, which was proposed by Levensonet al. [13] in
1982 (see Fig. 1). Along with optical proximity correction, PSM
is enabling to the subwavelength optical lithography upon which
the next several process generations depend. Our work, like that
of Moniwa et al. [15], [16], and Ooiet al. [18], [19] pertains
to thedark field, alternating-(or Levenson-type) phase shifting
mask technology with negative photoresist. It also matches very
well with the requirements (in the positive photoresist tech-
nology regime) of damascene metallization, e.g., inlaid copper
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local interconnects. In particular, we seek methods compatible
with single exposurealternating PSM.

As in previous work [18], we use the positive constants
to define a simplified relationship between printability and the
distance between two clear regions. The distance between any
two features cannot be smaller thanwithout violating the min-
imum spacing design rule. If the distance between two features
is at least but smaller than , the features are inphase conflict.1

Phase conflict can be resolved by assigning opposite phases to
the conflicting features. In other words,defines the minimum
spacing rule when two features have the same phase. If the dis-
tance between two features is greater than or equal to, there
is no phase conflict and the features can be assigned arbitrary
phases. Note that the values ofand are layer dependent. We
also let denote the minimum allowed width of any fea-
ture on the layer of interest. Finally, we assume that all features
are rectilinearly oriented (all edges axis parallel) polygons.

1) The Phase Assignment Problem:Given a layout, assign
phases to all features such that no two conflicting features are
assigned the same phase.

In this paper, we develop solutions to the problem of creating
a phase assignable layout. As described in Sections II and III,
this fundamentally corresponds to ensuring that there are no odd
cycles in a so calledphase conflict graphthat is derived from the
layout. When there are odd cycles, the layout must be perturbed
so as to “break” all odd cycles; this is the problem of optimal
phase conflict resolution. Our paper focuses on minimum cost
breaking of all odd cycles in the conflict graph; this is the key
problem in PSM layout design.

Today, PSM is applied only to “critical poly,” i.e., transistor
gates, to achieve smaller channel lengths and improved con-
trol of critical dimensions. For the “full chip” PSM that appears
likely in the 150-nm generation and beyond, our new optimal
algorithms for phase conflict resolution are readily applicable.
For bright field PSM—i.e., the poly layer—our T-join based so-
lution in Section IV applies with small modifications that are
beyond the scope of our discussion. For dark field PSM—i.e.,
damascene local metal layers—our T-join based solution di-
rectly applies. For simplicity and clarity, our discussion will
concentrate on the dark field context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we construct a conflict graph in which the phase assignment
problem is reduced to node bicoloring. Section III discusses
previously known and new methods of design modification
which ensure bicolorability of the associated conflict graph.

1More precisely, two features are in phase conflict if: 1) there is no pair of
points, one from each feature, whose separation is less thanb and 2) there is
some pair of points, one from each feature, whose separation is less thanB.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Comparison of diffraction optics of conventional and phase shifting masks.E denotes electric field andI denotes intensity. With the conventional mask:
(a) light diffracted by two adjacent apertures constructively interferes, increasing the light intensity in the dark area of the wafer between the apertures. With the
phase shifting mask, (b) the phase shifter reverses the sign of the electric field, and destructive interference minimizes light intensity at the wafer in the dark area
between apertures.

In Section IV, we reduce the phase assignment problem to the
minimum perturbation problem in the conflict graph and to the

-join problem on the dual graph of the conflict graph. We also
argue that the existing methods of solving the-join problem
are impractical. In Section V, we present new fast and practical
algorithms for solving the -join problem. These algorithms
are based on reduction of the-join problem to the minimum
weight perfect matching problem via gadgets. Section VI is
devoted to several previously known and new approximation
methods for solving the -join problem. Finally, in Section VII
we discuss results of implementation of the previously known
and new methods of phase assignment.

II. CONSTRUCTION AND PLANAR EMBEDDING OF THE

CONFLICT GRAPH

We now show how to construct aconflict graph corre-
sponding to a given layout, such that the assignment of phases
to features corresponds to the coloring of nodes of the conflict
graph. We also describe a planar embedding of the conflict
graph. For a given layout of polygonal features, theconflict
graph is constructed by defining a node for each
feature, and introducing an edge between two nodes exactly
when the corresponding features are in phase conflict. The
conflict graph can be constructed in time, where
is the total number of segments in all polygon boundaries. We
implement the following construction.

• Slice each feature (polygon) into rectangles by vertical
cuts through all polygon nodes,2 maintaining a pointer
from each rectangle to its containing polygon.

• Bloat each rectangle by distance .
• Using sweepline and interval tree, detect conflicts between

polygons by finding overlapping pairs of rectangles that
belong to different polygons.

Alternatively, one may detect intersections ofbounding boxes
of polygons, then check whether the corresponding polygons
actually intersect.

In alternating PSM, we can remove all phase conflicts by as-
signing opposite phases to each pair of adjacent nodes in the
conflict graph . This is equivalent to two coloring the nodes of

with phase 0and phase 180. For this to be possible, must
be bipartite, i.e., have no odd cycles. Hence, if the conflict graph

is not bipartite, our goal is todeleteenough edges such that no
odd cycles exist in the remaining modified conflict graph. Edge
deletion in the conflict graph is achieved bychanging the place-
ment of layout featuresso that they no longer conflict. Thus,
with alternating PSM technology we see that manufacturability
creates highly nonobvious, nonlocal constraints on the layout.
Efficient algorithms that we give below for removing odd cy-
cles depend onplanarityof , an assumption that was justified
in [12]. In general, the conflict graph computed as described
above may contain nonplanar local configurations like the one
in Fig. 2(a). Using the process simulation toolNanosurferavail-
able from Numerical Technologies, Inc, we have confirmed that
diagonal conflicts effectively do not exist because of interfer-
ence effects. Therefore, to our understanding the deletion of
intersecting diagonals from the conflict graph [using the

2Although the slicing is not strictly necessary, it greatly simplifies the con-
struction as well as the planar embedding of the conflict graph. In fact, if slicing
were not be performed in advance, the conflict graph construction and sorting of
neighbors would implicitly include some procedure equivalent (at least in run-
time) to slicing.
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Fig. 2. (a) We assume that there are no conflicts between diagonal pairs
(dashed edges) in a set of four features if at least three other conflicts exist,
(b) the subdivision of edges of the conflict graph, and (c) there is no conflict
between the left feature and the right feature becauseB � 2b.

procedure described below] will not compromise the effective-
ness of the resulting PSM.

Theorem 2.1:Assume that: 1) and 2) four rectangles
which are pairwise (with the possible exception of one pair) in
conflict do not have diagonal conflicts [see Fig. 2(a)]. Then, the
conflict graph is planar.

Proof: For each feature, locate a representative node ar-
bitrarily within the feature. For any two features in conflict,
choose a pair of closest points on their boundaries and con-
nect each of these points to the other and to the representative
node of its own respective feature [see Fig. 2(b)]. In other words,
each conflict edge is subdivided into twoconnectionsinside fea-
tures and anoutside segmentbetween features. This subdivision
does not affect planarity. For each feature, the connections be-
tween its representative node and all points on the boundary can
be routed without intersections. Any outside segment is shorter
than , therefore, no outside segment can go into a feature and
then leave it because it would then have length at least
[see Fig. 2(c)]. Thus, if two conflict edges intersect, their out-
side segments intersect outside of features.

Suppose that and are two intersecting outside
segments. Assume first that two points, sayand , belong to
the same feature. Because and intersect,

. Therefore, either is longer than
or is longer than , which contradicts the def-

inition of the outside segment as a closest pair. If all four points

belong to different features, then it can be shown that three pair-
wise distances other than and between these four
points are smaller than, which contradicts assumption 2).

Let and , respectively, denote an instance of four pair-
wise adjacent rectangles and an instance of four pairwise adja-
cent rectangles with one omitted boundary edge [see Fig. 2(a)].
Each intersecting pair of bloated rectangles should be connected
by an edge, except when the edge corresponds to a diagonal of
an instance of or . There are two reasons why we omit
these diagonals: 1) Any valid phase assignment to nodes of the
conflict graph is a valid phase assignment for the conflict graph
without such diagonals, and vice versa.3, and 2) by Theorem 2.1,
the conflict graph becomes planar after removal of diagonals in

and , and phases for planar graphs can be assigned effi-
ciently in contrast to the case of arbitrary graphs.

To fully exploit the planarity of the conflict graph once di-
agonals have been removed, the conflict graph should beem-
beddedinto the plane. Embedding is fully determined by the
cyclic order of edges incident to each node (see [21]), i.e., by
the cyclic order of nodes adjacent to a given node. Note that the
order induced by segments connecting the centers of adjacent
rectangles may be incompatible with a planar embedding, e.g.,
if rectangles have large aspect ratio [see Fig. 3(a)]. We use the
following cyclic order of adjacent rectangles [see Fig. 3(b)]. All
rectangles adjacent to a given rectangleare partitioned into
four groups consisting of: 1) rectangles positioned to the right
of (i.e., having left side to the right of the right side of);
2) rectangles positioned belowwhich do not belong to group
1); 3) rectangles positioned to the left of which do not be-
long to group 2); and 4) rectangles positioned abovewhich do
not belong to groups 1) and 3). In the ordering, rectangles from
group 1) precede those from group 2), which in turn precede
those from group 3), which in turn precede those from group 4).
Inside their respective groups, the rectangles are sorted 1) in de-
creasing order of their-coordinates, 2) in decreasing order of
their -coordinates, 3) in increasing order of their-coordinates,
and 4) in increasing order of their-coordinates. After the cor-
rect planar embedding is established, all instances ofand
which cause edge intersections can be detected, and their edge
intersections removed, in a straightforward way.

III. A PPROACHES TOREMOVING ODD CYCLES FROM THE

CONFLICT GRAPH

Moniwa et al. [15] and Ooiet al. [18] first posed the phase
assignment problem and suggested methods of detecting cases
when there is no valid phase assignment, i.e., when the con-
flict graph contains odd cycles. Subsequently, Ooiet al. [19]
and Moniwaet al. [16] suggested interactive methods which
fully exploit information in the mask layout. The heuristic of
Moniwa et al. [16] first constructs the conflict graph , then

3In the conflict graph with diagonals removed from any instance ofK (re-
spectively,K ), any valid phase assignment will assign different phases to end-
points of each of the four (respectively, three) edges left after removal of diago-
nals. Therefore, the two endpoints of each diagonal are assigned the same phase,
and endpoints of different intersecting diagonals are assigned opposite phases.
Our understanding is that for such configurations, this phase assignment yields
acceptable feature resolution.
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Fig. 3. Obtaining a cyclic order on edges incident to a given node: (a) The
order induced by the segments connecting the centers of adjacent rectangles is
incompatible with a planar embedding and (b) the order which induces a correct
planar embedding.

creates a list of all odd cycles in using an enumerative ap-
proach. The heuristic then iteratively finds and deletes the edge
that is in the greatest number of minimum length odd cycles.
Deletion is accomplished by increasing the lower bound on sep-
aration between the corresponding features, and then applying
a compactor to perturb the shape or position of these features
(see Fig. 4). This approach may be feasible for the cell layout
editing context, but likely does not scale to large instances since
the number of odd cycles can be exponential in the size of the
layout. Moreover, the heuristic does not necessarily delete the
minimum number of edges, nor will it necessarily select edges
whose deletion will have minimum impact on the layout.

Ooi et al. [19] also suggested a compaction based method
which: 1) produces a symbolic layout from the mask layout;
2) performs phase assignment in the symbolic layout; and 3)
compacts the symbolic layout using minimum spacing design
rules consistent with the phase assignment. The advantage of
the compaction based method is that it is fully automated and
guarantees to remove all odd cycles from the conflict graph. On
the other hand, the phase assignment step is relatively oblivious
to details of the mask layout; the ensuing compaction step may
not minimize distortion of the original layout.

In the following, we focus on the following “one shot” ap-
proach (Fig. 5), which improves over the method in Ooiet al.
[19]. (Other techniques, including several of a speculative na-

ture, have been proposed in [12]; our present work does not ad-
dress these.) Initially, we constrain the layout only by the min-
imum spacing design rule, i.e., no two features can be less than
distance apart. We then: 1) find the conflict graph; 2) find the
minimum set of edges whose deletion makes the conflict graph

two colorable; 3) assign phases such that only the conflict
edges in the minimum set connect features of the same phase;
and 4) compact the layout with “PSM design rules,” i.e., min-
imum separation between features that are assigned the same
phase, and minimum separationbetween features that are as-
signed different phases.

IV. THE MINIMUM PERTURBATION AND -JOIN PROBLEMS

The overall objective of PSM layout design is to achieve min-
imum area layout while maintaining PSM feasibility. Our “one
shot” flow assumes that an automated custom or migration flow
will essentially start out by being “optimistic,” i.e., by assuming
that feature widths and spacings can be scaled down to values
achievable using PSM. The optimistic assumption will typically
result in a design that cannot be phase assigned, due to the pres-
ence of odd cycles. This induces a “minimum perturbation”
problem: we seek a “minimum perturbation” of the layout, in
terms of odd cycle breaking and resultantspacing constraints
between pairs of features that previously hadspacings.4

Recall that when a phase assignment is found, each conflict
edge that separates two same phase features induces a minimum
spacing requirement of between the features. Such a require-
ment is passed to compaction in the form of a spacing constraint.
To fully exploit compaction technology and achieve optimal al-
gorithms for phase assignment with minimum layout perturba-
tion, we must take into account that different changes may have
different impact on the resulting layout area.

The methods for optimal odd cycle removal that we develop
below will find the minimum weight set of conflict edges
whose deletion makes the conflict graph bipartite, even if the
conflict edges have different weights. Thus, as we minimize
the number of layout changes (i.e., new spacing requirements
in compaction), we believe that it will be helpful to assign
larger weights to those conflict edges whose resolution will
cause larger increase in the layout area. A specific recipe
would detect spacing constraints (between feature pairs) that
are oncritical paths in the compaction, i.e., constraints that
when increased will directly increase the size of the layout. It
would be reasonable to assign larger weight to conflict edges
corresponding to such constraints; lesser weight should be
assigned to conflict edges that do not lie on critical paths (see
Fig. 6). Finally, if several methods to delete edges and eliminate
odd cycles are combined, the weight of a given conflict edge
should reflect the minimum possible cost of breaking that edge
using any of the available methods.5

Optimal phase assignment can be found by solving the fol-
lowing problem.

4An underlying—and natural—assumption is that adding fewer such “PSM
constraints” will lead to less overall layout area (i.e., after compaction).

5We have not implemented this particular connection between our compactor
and the conflict graph definition. Our discussion is simply to motivate the fol-
lowing formulation of the minimum perturbation problem.
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Fig. 4. Changing a shape without changing positions of vias.

Fig. 5. Flow for the “one shot” method. Note that the one shot approach applies
compaction separately in thex- andy-directions to enforce the given phase
assignment.

Fig. 6. Critical path between leftmost and rightmost features consists of thick
edges. Thin edges on non critical paths may be broken for free.

1) The Minimum Perturbation Problem:Given a planar
graph with weighted (multiple) edges, find the
minimum weight edge set such that the graph
contains no odd cycles.

After the minimum perturbation problem is solved, i.e., the
set of edges is determined and deleted, the valid assignment

of phases can be found using breadth first search. For each con-
nected component of the conflict graph (the weight of each edge
is set to one), starting from arbitrary nodebreadth first search
determines the distance fromto each other node. If the dis-
tance from to is even, then is assigned the same phase as;
otherwise, is assigned the opposite phase. Such breadth first
search can be performed in linear time.

The minimum perturbation problem is closely related to the
well known -join problem [4].

2) The -Join Problem [4]: Given a graph with weighted
edges, and a subset of nodes, is even, find a minimum
weight edge set such that a node is incident to an odd
number of edges of if .

The minimum perturbation problem can be reduced to the
-join problem in the following way. We use the following def-

initions. A geometric dualof an embedded planar graph
is a multigraph in which nodes are the

faces of . If are two faces of , i.e., two nodes of , than
an edge of connects with if it belongs to both of them.
A reduced dualof is a graph obtained from
by deleting all but one of the edges that connect a given pair of
nodes. The undeleted edge must be the one of minimal weight.

Lemma 4.1:The minimum perturbation problem for a planar
graph is equivalent to the -join problem in the reduced dual
graph of .

Proof: To eliminate all odd cycles it is sufficient to elimi-
nate odd faces of the planar graph(see Fig. 7). The odd faces
of form odd degree nodes of. Any edge elimination in
corresponds to edge contraction in. In particular, if we elimi-
nate a set of edgesin , then the resulting nodes of (modified)

will correspond to connected components of . Given
such a component with sum of node degreesand edges, the
corresponding node has degree . Thus, is a feasible so-
lution if each connected component of contains an even
number of odd nodes (odd faces of). Moreover, for each fea-
sible solution there exists a feasible solution
with weight that is not larger; we obtain from by replacing
multiple edges connecting a pair of nodes/facesand with a
single edge of minimum weight.

If we define to be the set of odd faces of, then finding
the minimum cost feasible solution is the same as solving the

-join Problem for .
The -join problem was reduced by Hadlock [8] and Orlova

and Dorfman [20] to the minimum weight perfect matching
problem.
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Fig. 7. From (a) the conflicts between features, (b) the conflict graph is derived. The dual graph (c) is constructed. (d) The nodes of odd degree are matched using
T -join in the dual graph, and (e) the corresponding conflict edges are determined. Finally, (f) the minimum set of conflicts to be deleted is determined.

Lemma 4.2:The -join problem for a graph with nodes
can be reduced to minimum weight perfect matching problem
in a complete graph with nodes.

Proof: Every minimal -join is the union of edge sets of
edge disjoint paths that, viewed as edges connecting their end-
points, provide a perfect matching of set(see [4, p. 168]).
Thus, every minimal -join corresponds to a perfect matching,
with the same cost, in a complete graph with node setand edge
weights defined as the shortest path lengths in the original graph.
Conversely, every perfect matching in the new graph yields a

-join considering the paths that correspond to its edges, and
taking the edges of the original graph that belong to an odd
number of these paths, obviously the cost of this-join is not
larger than the cost of the matching. Consequently, the min-
imum cost perfect matching must correspond to a minimum cost

-join.
The reduction defined in Lemma 4.2 has two drawbacks.

First, the reduction itself can be slow, because finding all
pairwise distances between nodes ofis too time and memory
consuming. Additionally, the resulting instance of minimum
weight perfect matching problem may have many more edges
than necessary and, thus, itself is too difficult to be used in prac-
tice. The remainder of this work provides several approaches
that are much more efficient in the case of sparse graphs (note
that planar graphs are always sparse, because the number of
edges is less than six times larger than the number of nodes).

V. FAST OPTIMAL ALGORITHMS FOR THE -JOIN PROBLEM

In this section we present new reductions of the-join
problem to the minimum weight perfect matching problem,
which yield a faster exact algorithm for the-join problem in
sparse graphs.

We start from simple reductions that allow to reduce the
problem size in many practical instances, moreover, they
eliminate special cases that would complicate the description
of gadgetsthat are used by the subsequent reduction. Next,
we will show a gadget based reduction that uses very simple
gadgets and has simple correctness proof. This reduction yields

an algorithm that solves an instance of-join problem with
edges by applying a perfect matching algorithm to a graph

with edges. In this manner, we obtain an algorithm for
the -join problem that runs in time roughly (see
Theorem 5.6) rather than implied by the method known
previously [8], [20]. Finally, we refine this idea to improve
the size of the resulting instance of perfect matching (and
consequently, the overall running time) by a constant factor.

A. Opportunistic Reductions

In this section we describe simplifying opportunistic reduc-
tions that eliminate the nodes of degree 0, 1, and nodes of degree
2 that do not belong to . These reductions do not improve the
worst case performance of algorithms for the-join problem,
but nevertheless help in many real life instances.

The first opportunistic reduction reduces the-join problem
to instances with biconnected graphs.

Theorem 5.1:Consider an instance of the-join problem
described by the graph , edge weight function and

. Assume that has biconnected components
. Then in linear time we can find sets

such that is an optimal -join if and only if
for , is an optimal -join for and

Proof: If a biconnected component happens to
be a connected component (or the entire graph) then for ob-
vious reasons it suffices to define . Now con-
sider , the first biconnected component reported by
Hopcroft’s algorithm (see [1, pp. 180–187]); it is a property of
this algorithm that this component contains exactly one articula-
tion point, say . Let , and . We
will find sets and such that is a -join for if and
only if is a solution for for . We have
four cases. In the first two, . If is even, must
be incident to an odd number of edges fromand, thus, to an
even number of edges from . Thus, we can set
and . If is odd, then must be incident to
an even number of edges in and, thus, to an odd number
of edges from , consequently we can set and
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. In the remaining two cases, . If
is even, must be incident to an even number of edges from

and an even number from , consequently we can
define for . If is odd, must be
incident to an odd number of edges in both and ,
so we can define for . In this fashion,
we can each compute as soon as the respective biconnected
component is reported by Hopcroft’s algorithm.

The second opportunistic reduction eliminates nodes of de-
gree 2 that do not belong to.

Theorem 5.2:Assume that node has exactly two
neighbors, and . Consider the graph transformation where
edges and are replaced with edge with
weight . Then this edge replacement defines
a one-to-one (1–1) correspondence between-joins of the old
graph and the new graph.

Proof: The claim follows immediately from the observa-
tion that in the original instance, a solution either contains both

and , or neither of these edges.
Because the running time of the most efficient algorithms for

minimum weight perfect matching depends on the maximum
edge weight (if we assume that all weights are integer), we
should estimate how much this weight may change. The re-
duction implied by Theorem 5.1 does not change the maximum
edge weight at all, while the reduction implied by Theorem 5.2
increases the maximum by a factor smaller than.

B. Reduction via Simple Gadgets

We suggest the following algorithm for the-join problem
in sparse graphs.

1) Read -join instance .
2) For each vertex create gadget graph that depends

only on the degree of and the membership ofin . For
every neighbor of , contains a contact node ,
all edges of have weight zero.

3) For each edge connect and with a
replacementof , ,
that has the same weight.

4) In the resulting graph find a minimum cost
perfect matching .

5) Return .

Lemma 5.3:The Optimal -join problem for a graph with
nodes (and with nodes) and edges can be reduced to

the minimum weight perfect matching problem in a graph with
nodes and edges.

Proof: Each step of our algorithm, except Step 4, takes
linear time; therefore, the running time is determined by the
size of the graph that is produced from our gad-
gets. The correctness follows from these two properties of our
construction.

1) For every -join there exists a set of zero weight
edges such that is a perfect matching
of .

2) For every perfect matching the edge set
is a -join of .

Indeed, assume that is a minimum cost -join for the input
graph. Then for some zero cost edge set, is

Fig. 8. Replacing a vertexv of the dual graph with a gadget. Thereplacement
edgesare shown with one endpoint only,contact nodesare the nodes that
are incident to the replacement edges. Note that the remaining nodes form a
horizontal path, and each set of contact nodes can be inserted to this path.

a perfect matching of with the same cost as . In
turn, is a -join with the same cost as , and by
extension, as . Therefore, the algorithm returns a-join with
the minimum cost (weight).

Property 2) will be assured in the following manner:will
have an odd number of nodes if and only if . Thus, if

, each perfect matching must contain an odd number of
edges with exactly one endpoint in , i.e., an odd number of
replacements of edges that are incident to. Similarly, if ,
the number of such edges must be even.

Property 1) will be assured as follows. Let be the set of
replacements of the nodes of, and let be the set of nodes
that are matched by . Consider a gadget . Clearly,
is a set of contacts. The construction ofassures that for every
set of contacts contains a Hamiltonian path of even
length and, thus, it contains a perfect matching of zero cost. The
union of these perfect matchings form the desired set.

To finish the proof, it remains to calculate the size of the new
graph. It contains replacement edges. Moreover, if has
degree , contains nodes and edges, and if

, then this gadget has one more node and one more edge.
The claim follows from the fact that the sum of the node degrees
equals .

Fig. 10 shows an example of a transformation that uses our
gadgets; the left part shows an instance of the-join problem,
and the middle part the instance of perfect matching that is ob-
tained with the gadgets from Fig. 8.

C. Reducing -Join to Perfect Matching with Optimized
Gadgets

In this section we describe optimized gadgets which improve
the running time by a factor of four on average (see Sec-
tion VII-B). The construction of these gadgets is less uniform
and the connection between the gadget is less regular. We
define two versions of gadgets:full gadgets, shown in Fig. 9,
andtrimmed. The idea is that the full gadget of node, denoted

, contains replacements of all edges that are incident to
; when we connect gadgets of adjacent nodesand , we

need to decide which replacements of the edge we
remove: those from or those from ? This removal creates
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Fig. 9. A better set of gadgets. In the case of the basic gadget, we show
explicitly the nonzero edge weights. Empty dots depict the core nodes, and full
dots indicate the contacts. Larger full dots indicate obligatory contacts, smaller
dots—optional ones.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. An example of graph transformation. (a) The original graph, aT -join
instance, node labels indicate members ofT , and arrow heads on edges indicate
the direction of the fan out. (b) The perfect matching instance obtained with
simple gadgets. (c) An equivalent perfect matching instance obtained with our
most “sophisticated.” gadgets. Edges that replace the original edges are roughly
parallel to the original ones, edges that replace pairs of the original consist of
two segments.

the trimmed gadgets which are connected by identifying the
respective contact nodes.

More formally, for every node that is adjacent to , the
gadget containscontactnode . This contact node is
incident to all replacements of the edge that belong to

. The remaining nodes of are thecorenodes. We distin-
guish two kinds of contact nodes:obligatoryandoptional. All
these kinds of nodes are illustrated in Fig. 9. The property of an
optional contact is that it is incident to one edge only, and this
edge connects this contact with a core node.

We can trim by removing some of its optional contacts.
For each contact , thus, removed we transfer the name

to its sole neighbor. Now we see that we cannot connect
gadgets arbitrarily (as we did in the previous algorithm). In par-
ticular, we can connect and only if one of the respective
contacts, or , is optional. Suppose that is op-
tional. Then we can connect and by trimming , and
identifying the new with . As a result, all replace-
ments of edge are adjacent to a single core node of;
we say that edge fans out from toward .

Now we can describe the new algorithm.

1) Read instance of -join
problem.

2) For each edge , decide whether
it fans out toward or toward . Make
sure that if a node has degree ,
then at least edges are fanned
toward .

3) For each node create gadget
that depends on the degree of and
the membership of in . For each

adjacent to , contains contact
node . Make sure that if
fans toward than is optional.

4) For each edge connect and
. In particular, if fans

out toward , then remove the optional
contact (and the replacement of

in ) and identify the new
with .

5) In the resulting graph find a
minimum cost perfect matching using
you favorite program.

6) Return , the set of edges of that
have a replacement in .

Before we analyze this algorithm, we should note that its step
2) can be implemented in linear time. We apply a graph tra-
versal, where each edge is traversed exactly once, and when we
traverse an edge, say fromto , then we decide to fan it out
toward . If there exists a node adjacent to an odd number of un-
traversed edges, we start the next stage of the traversal there, and
we continue until we encounter another node with this property.
When every node is adjacent to an even number of untraversed
edges, we can start at any node adjacent to an untraversed edge
and continue until we return to this node. It is easy to see that
each time we traverse through a node, or when we start and end
a traversal in the same node, we fan out one edge toward this
node, and one edge away. At most once an edge can be used as
a terminal of a noncyclic traversal, thus, we fan at least
edges toward a node of degree.

In the new algorithm we have no 1–1 correspondence be-
tween edges of and their replacements in ; one
edge from may have up to three replacements, and an edge
from may replace two edges. However, the relationship is not
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arbitrary. In particular, because we join gadgets by identifying
the respective pairs of contact nodes, the gadgets are edge dis-
joint and every edge of belongs to a gadget; we say thatis a
replacement of if belongs to , the contact has
not been trimmed and is incident to this contact. If the other
endpoint of is a core node of , then replaces only
and , and if is also incident to another two
contacts, say , then is a joint replacement of and

and .
It is easy to see that if and is a matching of ,

then contains at most one replacement of, and that the set
of edges from with replacements in has the same weight
as . To show the correctness of our algorithm it remains to
show

i) For every -join of there exists a
matching of with the same weight;
and

ii) for every matching of , the set of edges
with replacements in forms a -join.

We can show that property 2) is assured if every
gadget satisfies

ii ′) a gadget contains an odd number of core nodes if
.

Suppose that . Then contains an odd number of edges
with exactly one end point that is a core node of; each such
edge is a replacement of one edge incident to. Moreover,
may contain edges that are adjacent to the contacts of, but
not to the core nodes; each such edge is a replacement of two
edges adjacent to. Taken together, the number of edges with
a replacement in that are incident to is odd. Similarly, if

, this number is even and, therefore, the set of edges with
replacements in forms a -join.

Property 1) is somewhat more complicated to verify. Suppose
that is a -join, and consider a full gadget . If an edge

, then we have to find a match of inside .
One can see that 1) will follow if every gadget satisfies

i′) every induced subgraph of that contains all core
nodes and has even number of nodes contains a perfect
matching.

We can reformulate the latter condition to make it easier to
prove. Suppose that we have an induced subgraph of a gadget
that contains all the core nodes and has even number of nodes.
Suppose that this subgraph contains an optional contact. This
node has only one neighbor, so the subgraph in question con-
tains a perfect matching if and only if it contains one after we
remove this optional contact and its sole neighbor.

With this motivation, we define the reduced form of a gadget
as one where all optional contacts are removed, and the former
neighbors of these contacts are now viewed as contacts, rather
than the core nodes. Now condition i′) reduces to

i″) every induced subgraph of a reduced gadget that con-
tains all core nodes and has even number of nodes con-
tains a perfect matching.

The simplest way property i″) can be assured if when the re-
duced gadget is a clique: an induced subgraph of a clique is a
clique, and a clique of even size contains a perfect matching.
Our basic gadgetshave exactly this form.

To construct other provably correct gadgets, we will introduce
some terminology. We use to denote a gadget for a-node
of degree , and to denote a gadget for a -node of
degree. The reduced forms of our basic gadgets, namely, of,

, and (a version of ), are cliques, so these gadgets
are proven correct. For larger gadget, we define them, and prove
their correctness, inductively.

Given two gadgets and , we canmeldthem as follows.
Let be an optional contact of and be an optional con-
tact of . Let and be the core nodes adjacent toand .
Then is created by discarding and , and by
identifying with . Fig. 9 shows many examples of melding.
For we define as and as

. The following lemma validates building
larger gadgets by melding the smaller ones.

We will say that a graph is a gadget if it has a distinguished
set of core nodes, and every superset of the core nodes of even
size has a perfect matching. Angadget has an even number
of core nodes, and a gadget has an odd number. Angadget
has noncore nodes.

Lemma 5.4:We can build new gadgets in the following three
ways:

i) If is an gadget, and is an , then
is a .

ii) If is an gadget, and is an , then
is a .

iii) If is an gadget, and is an , then
is a .

Proof: Let denote . First note that
contains all the contacts of and except for the two that
are discarded in the process of melding. Thus,has

contact nodes. Second, the number of core nodes ofis
the sum of the respective numbers for and minus one
(because we replaced two core nodes with one). Thus, we can
verify that satisfies property ii′). It remains to show that
satisfies property i″), i.e., that every subset of its reduced form
that contains all the core nodes and has even size possesses a
perfect matching.

Note that the “fused node” was a contact in the reduced
forms of and , but is not a contact in the reduced form of

, because it is not adjacent to an optional contact anymore.
Consider now an induced subgraph of with set of nodes ,
that contains all the core nodes and has even size. Letbe the
intersection of with the reduced form of , and
be the intersection of with the reduced form of .
Clearly, is a disjoint union of , , and . Because
is even, either is odd and is even, or vice versa. Assume
the former. Then contains a perfect matching inside
and contains a perfect matching inside , so there exists a
perfect matching for .

The efficiency of the improved algorithm can be expressed
with the following theorem.

Theorem 5.5:Consider an instance of minimum cost-join
problem with nodes, edges, nodes of odd degree and

nodes of that have degree 3. Our algorithm solves this
instance by generating an equivalent instance of the minimum
cost perfect matching that has at most nodes and
at most edges.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. More efficient forms ofT3 and T5. Note that they have more
obligatory contacts than the optional ones.

Proof: Fig. 9 shows both the basic gadgets, and the re-
maining ones that are formed with melding. For we de-
fine as and as .
Note that a gadget for a node of degreehas at most core
nodes, except for the nodes of odd degree; if the number of
edges is , number of nodes and the number of odd degree

-nodes is , this leads to at most nodes in our
graph. Similarly, the number of edges in an

gadget is at most , with the exception of nodes of
degree 3, which have 0.5 more edges in their gadgets. Because
each of the “original” edges is counted twice, this yields the
upper bound of edges in .

Finally, we can apply the best known so far algorithm by
Gabow and Tarjan [6] to solve the perfect matching problem.

Theorem 5.6:There exists an algorithm that solves the
minimum perturbation problem in time ,
where is the inverse Ackerman function.6

D. Further Work

Can we obtain an optimum set of gadgets for the reduction of
T-join to perfect matching? The answer is complicated, because
one would have to make certain “natural” assumption about the
gadgets. In our initial attempts, we assumed that gadgets re-
placing nodes of the same degree are identical. However, later
we reduced the average gadget size by violating this assumption
(i.e., by assuming that the majority of edges incident to some
node of odd degree is directed toward this node). Fig. 11 shows
alternative forms of certain gadgets (i.e., and that arise
under such an alternate assumption), and Fig. 10 shows a per-
fect matching instance obtained with such gadgets. We believe
that this topic merits further investigation.

VI. A PPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR THE -JOIN PROBLEM

The exact algorithm from the previous section may still be too
slow for processing very large layouts. A naive method, used
by Ooi et al. [19], is to color the conflict graph in a breadth
first manner. In other words, assign the first color to an arbi-
trarily chosen feature from each connected component of the
conflict graph. Then, using breadth first search, visit all features
and assign opposite color to all features adjacent to already vis-
ited features. In case of a nonbipartite conflict graph, some con-
flict edges will have the same color assigned to different end-
points. The number of such edges equals the number of edges
that should be deleted in order to make the conflict graph bipar-
tite. This approach, which we call thegreedy algorithm, is very
fast but can give very large error, i.e., the number of conflict

6While the definition of�(n) is complex, it suffices to know that�(n) � 4
for n < 2 .

Fig. 12. The geometric dual graphG and the Voronoi graph forT . The weight
of an edge inV or(G) is the total cost of edges in the shortest path (dashed
edges) between the centers of the Voronoi regions (black vertices).

edges with the same phase assigned to both ends can be several
times larger than for the exact algorithm (see Section VII-B).

We suggest a fast heuristic based on the Voronoi graph para-
digm of [14].

A. Iterated Voronoi Algorithm

1) Partition all nodes in into theVoronoi regionsof the nodes
in [14] such that:

a) each Voronoi region contains exactly one node from
, which is thecenterof the Voronoi region, and

b) each even degree node belongs to the Voronoi region
that contains the closest node in(break ties arbi-
trarily).

2) Construct theVoronoi graph in which each node
represents a Voronoi region, and two nodesand are
adjacent if and only if a shortest weighted path inbetween
the corresponding region centers is completely contained in
the two regions (see Fig. 12).

3) Find a minimum weight maximum matching in .
4) Find the edge set in that is the union of paths in

corresponding to edges of , which in turn correspond to
the edges of the minimum weighted matching in .

5) Delete edges from the conflict graph .
6) Repeat previous steps while .

We have also implemented a well-known 2-approximation al-
gorithm suggested by Goemans and Williamson in [7] (see Sec-
tion VII-B). This algorithm is rather simple because it does not
rely on solving the minimum weight perfect matching problem.
Unfortunately, it is mostly intended to handledensecases of the

-join problem and its runtime is slightly worse than the run-
time for the optimal algorithm based on optimized gadgets (see
Section V-C).

VII. I MPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE

A. Software Implementation

We have implemented the “one shot” method in Con the
Solaris 2.6, Sun CC 4.2 platform. Input is (hierarchical) GDSII
that is converted to CalTech Interchange Format (CIF), then read
into an internal polygon database7 There are two major software
elements: the phase generator and the graph based compactor.

7Our implementation is currently restricted to rectilinearly oriented features,
but there are no major obstacles to handling octilinear or all angle geometries
(e.g., slicing would be into parallelograms or trapezoids, respectively). The
focus of our work is on fast optimal solution of sparse (planar)T -join instances;
this is the key to phase shiftable layout design no matter what angles on features
are allowed.
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FORPHASE ASSIGNMENT OFLAYOUTS WITH VARIOUS SIZES

The top row gives the number of polygons and the number of conflict edges for each testcase. The
bottom five rows contain the numbers of unresolved conflict edges (i.e., the numbers of pairs of poly-
gons within distanceB with the same phase, which must be resolved by perturbing the layout with a
compactor) and runtimes for phase assignment algorithms suggested in [2], [12], and [19], a method
based on approximation algorithm by Goemans–Williamson [7] and the present paper. All runtimes
are in seconds for a 300-MHz Sun Ultra-10 workstation with 128-MB RAM.

Below, we describe the implementation of these two parts, and
in the next two subsections we present results of the computa-
tional experience for the phase generator and for the entire flow
including the compactor.

The phase generatorfinds a minimum cost set of con-
flict edges for deletion, induces a phase assignment, and
generates compaction constraints such that the layout re-
mains consistent with the phase assignment. The code
Blossom-IV for the minimum weight perfect matching,
by W. Cook and A. Rohe (1998) [5], was obtained from
http://www.or.uni-bonn.de/home/rohe/matching.html.

In the one shot flow, the phase generator creates compaction
constraints as follows: if two features are assigned different
phases, they have minimum separation; otherwise, they have
minimum separation . [In all the results below, we use ,
with set to the minimum wire width on the M1 and M2 layouts
that we compact.8 Layout area is computed based on an assumed
200 nm (0.2 micron) minimum wire width.]

The graph based compactor: 1) generates constraints
between feature edges according to standard design rules
and an efficient sweepline approach, 2) adds constraints pro-
duced by the phase generator, and 3) stores all constraints as
edges of a constraint graph. The compactor then applies the
Bellman–Ford algorithm to solve the constraint graph, i.e.,
obtain optimal -coordinates of all edges of all features. Our
implementation generally follows the description of leaf cell
compaction given by Bamji and Varadarajan [3]. We consider
three types of constraints: 1)shapeconstraints fix the shape of
features which cannot be changed according to design rules; 2)
overlapconstraints ensure that features will remain electrically
connected after compaction, and/or properly aligned between
different layers; and 3)spacingconstraints enforce separation
design rules (including PSM specific separation rules between
features of the same or of the different phase).9

Note that we perform-compaction the same way that we do
-compaction (after temporarily swappingand coordinates).

In the one shot flow, we output the new positions of all features
after compacting exactly once in each of theand directions.

8No dark field PSM rules for poly are available, and our compactor is not able
to handle nonrectilinear shapes commonly found on poly. Thus, for the proof of
concept described below, we use local metal layouts.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FORCOMPACTION WITH DIFFERENTPHASE

ASSIGNMENT FORLAYOUTS WITH VARIOUS SIZES

The top row gives the number of polygons for each testcase. The bottom three
rows contain the numbers of unresolved conflict edges (i.e., the numbers of pairs
of polygons with additional psm constraint imposing distance at leastB between
features with the same phase) and the compacted layout area for different phase
assignments. Phase assignments are ideal (when we assume that no phase con-
flicts are left unresolved), optimal (when the minimum possible number of phase
conflicts are left unresolved), and greedy (when phase assignment greedily min-
imizes unresolved conflicts [19]). All areas are in10 � , Assuming a 200-nm
(0.2�m) minimum feature width in the process.

B. Computational Experience with the Phase Generator

Table I summarizes our computational experience with three
layouts of different sizes and densities. All layouts were de-
rived from industry standard cell layouts. All runtimes are CPU
seconds on a 300-MHz Sun Ultra-10 workstation with 128-MB
RAM. We see that our code can handle very large flat designs
in reasonable time, and is a promising basis for phase assign-
ment in alternating PSM at the block level, if not the full chip
level. Table I also confirms that the four algorithms studied
exhibit a clear trade off between runtime and the number of
unresolved conflicts in the resulting valid phase assignment.
Moreover, our new exact method significantly improves over
the previous methods of [12] and [19]: it reduces by 40% the
number of unresolved conflicts, which correspondingly reduces
the amount of layout modification needed in compaction. Fi-
nally, we also implemented the approximation algorithm for the

-join problem from [7]. Our results show that the average de-
viation from the optimum for the Goemans–Williamson algo-

9We have implemented compaction solely to verify that improved odd cycle
breaking can result in reduced compacted layout area. Our compactor is not
fully functional, e.g., it does not handle all angle geometries and it has limited
capacity. On the other hand, in Section VII-C below we present results showing
that even with this limited functionality, and without any link between the com-
paction graph and conflict edge weighting, we still obtain better results from
improved odd cycle breaking.
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rithm is around 10%, which is significantly larger than the 2%
for Euclidean matchings reported in [23].

C. Computational Experience with the Graph Based
Compactor

Table II summarizes the results of experiments with the graph
based compactor on three different designs. The layouts for
which we report compaction results are small, again because
of the limited capacity of our prototype compactor and a lack
of constraint pruning in the compaction graph. The compaction
is performed over four layers: METAL2, VIA, METAL1, and
CONTACT. We first compact the design without imposing PSM
constraints.10 In other words, the resulting area is the absolute
minimum that can be achieved with phase shifting technology,
since we assume that the phase assignment will resolve all con-
flicts (i.e., that such a phase assignment exists). Next, we per-
form compaction with phase assignment: 1) having the optimal
number of unresolved conflicts or 2) induced by the greedy
method. Table II clearly shows the dependency of area on the
number of unresolved conflicts. The greater the ratio of unre-
solved conflicts in the greedy method, compared to the optimal
number of unresolved conflicts, the more the optimal method
gains in area over the greedy method.

In conclusion, we have suggested new optimal and approxi-
mate efficient algorithms for minimum cost layout perturbation
and conflict elimination in the dark field (negative photoresist,
single exposure) alternating PSM context. Our approach has
been integrated with a GDSII reader, polygon database and
layout compactor. Our preliminary computational tests show
that our code can assign phases to comparatively large designs
in reasonable time. Our experience with the graph based
compactor following phase assignment shows that significant
potential area reductions (around 10%) may be achievable
versus previous conflict breaking techniques. This is the case
even though our conflict breaking does not exploit any available
knowledge of critical paths in the compaction graph. Other,
potentially more powerful approaches to layout modification
and phase assignment for alternating PSM—as well as stronger
compaction techniques—are currently under investigation. We
are also pursuing unified solutions to the dark field and bright
field alternating PSM contexts.
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